Multidetector row computed tomography: imaging congenital coronary artery anomalies in adults
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The quality of the imaging of the main coronary arteries and side branches provided by multidetector row computed tomography (MDCT) may have importance when assessing congenital coronary artery anomalies. This review discusses the rationale for using MDCT for this indication and examines the advantages and disadvantages of the technique. Examples of MDCT imaging of congenital coronary artery anomalies are presented. These images provide persuasive evidence to support clinical use of MDCT cardiac imaging in the context of suspected congenital coronary artery anomalies as a first line investigation.

The congenital coronary artery anomalies that present in adulthood are relatively uncommon. However, ectopic origin of a coronary artery from the aorta is a diagnosis that must be excluded in young adults with typically ischaemic Soviet chest pain or syncope. These anomalies have a high clinical profile and are the second most common cause of sudden exertion related cardiac death in athletes.1 2 Most cardiologists will see many such patients during their career and should be prepared to investigate them appropriately, which includes ruling out an anomalous coronary artery as the cause of the symptoms. More commonly these anomalies are found incidentally at coronary angiography. Not infrequently the three dimensional course of the coronary artery with an ectopic origin is incompletely defined under these circumstances. Other rare anomalies that present in adulthood, such as coronary artery fistulae, are potentially more challenging to delineate by means of cardiac catheterisation.3

Full, non-invasive assessment of congenital coronary artery anomalies or their exclusion may therefore be advantageous in various circumstances. Echocardiography may provide a definitive diagnosis but traditionally magnetic resonance (MR) imaging has been the non-invasive imaging modality of choice for congenital coronary artery anomalies.4

Multidetector row computed tomography (MDCT) has rapidly evolved from the research setting to become a useful clinical tool and must now also be considered for this role. Submillimetre, ECG gated MDCT allows rapid acquisition of a whole heart, three dimensional volume of data in one scan. Importantly it has superior spatial resolution to MR imaging and as a result it appears to be a promising tool for non-invasive diagnostic coronary angiography.5–8 The quality of the imaging of the main coronary arteries and side branches provided by MDCT (fig 1A) may have importance when assessing congenital coronary artery anomalies. We review the rationale for using MDCT for this indication and examine the advantages and disadvantages of the technique. We present examples of MDCT imaging of congenital coronary artery anomalies, which provide persuasive evidence to support the use of this imaging tool.

SCOPE AND NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

Congenital coronary artery anomalies affect about 1% of the population with 87% of these having anomalies of origin and distribution and 13% having coronary artery fistulae.9–11 The true incidence of ectopic origin of the coronary arteries from the aorta in the population is unknown, with estimates in other series of 0.17–0.6%.14 15 Coronary artery fistulae themselves account for < 1% of all congenital heart defects.16 Males and females appear to be equally affected and no hereditary or epidemiological predilection has been observed. These anomalies are rarely recognised in infancy and are increasingly common in adolescents and young adults.

Several different classifications for congenital coronary artery anomalies have been suggested.17–19 The most comprehensive of these classifications is that proposed by Angelini et al.20 Their favoured definitions are as follows: normal, any morphological feature observed in > 1% of an unselected population (fig 1B); normal variant, an alternative, relatively unusual morphological feature seen in > 1% of the same population (fig 2); and anomaly, a morphological feature seen in < 1% of that population.

Anomalies may then be classified into those of origin and course, intrinsic coronary arterial anatomy, and coronary termination.

ORIGIN AND COURSE

Anomalous origins are varied and well documented. An anomalous coronary artery origin is considered when the ostium is located above the sinotubular junction (fig 3), in the posterior aortic sinus, or close to the aortic commissure. Left and right coronary arteries may also arise from their opposite coronary sinuses (fig 4), the...
non-coronary sinus, or indeed from the opposite artery, which may involve joint origination or adjacent double ostia (fig 5). The functional significance of these arrangements, however, more importantly depends on the course taken by the artery rather than the anomalous origin. These courses include (a) passage anterior to the right ventricular outflow tract (fig 6); (b) passage posterior to the aorta; (c) passage between the aorta and right ventricular outflow tract (fig 7, fig 8), where it poses a potential risk that has been convincingly established; and (d) myocardial bridging or intramyocardial tunnelling (fig 9).21–24 Patients with clinically significant anomalies generally present before midlife and often in the context of strenuous physical exercise.25 Functional compromise is usually the result of hypoperfusion and resultant myocardial ischaemia leading to angina, which itself may present typically or atypically. Cardiac arrhythmias, particularly those of ventricular origin, or syncope may also be presenting features. Coronary artery bypass surgery or coronary reimplantation is considered under these circumstances.

Anomalous origin may also be the ventricles, pulmonary artery, and aortic arch, with other extracardiac origins such as the descending aorta and innominate, subclavian, carotid, and internal mammary or bronchial arteries; these are, however, extremely rare. Anomalous origin of the left coronary artery from the pulmonary trunk is the most common major congenital malformation of the coronary circulation (about 1:300 000 live births), but this manifests itself in infancy.

**INTRINSIC CORONARY ARTERIAL ANATOMY**

The presence of several anomalies of intrinsic coronary arterial anatomy such as ostial stenosis, atresia, and single, absent, or hypoplastic coronary arteries may have clinical importance. These anomalies may be indicated as a cause of sudden cardiac death and reconstructive surgery may be considered.

---

**Figure 1** (A) Cardiac transparency and (B) three dimensional contrast vessel tracking tree volume rendering (VR) (GE Medical Systems) protocols show a normal aortic root and coronary artery anatomy. Note the calcification in the right coronary artery (RCA). LCA, left coronary artery.

**Figure 2** Three dimensional VR image showing normal variant trifurcation anatomy of the left main stem artery. The left atrial appendage and the pulmonary outflow tract have been removed to reveal the LCA origin. Note also the great cardiac vein passing over the proximal branches (arrow).

**Figure 3** Both the LCA and RCA arise from the ascending aorta above the aortic sinuses. Note also the sharp angulation of the proximal RCA (arrow). LA, left atrium; LV, left ventricle; RV, right ventricle.
CORONARY TERMINATION: CORONARY ARTERY FISTULAE

Both the left and right coronary arteries arise normally from the aorta. Commonly the right coronary artery is affected, although left sided coronary artery fistulae are well documented (fig 10). Previously fistulae have been reported as usually draining into the pulmonary artery or right ventricle, but the fistulae may drain to anywhere from between the vena cava or coronary sinus to the pulmonary artery or left atrium. Multiple fistulae may also occur. Over 90% of fistulae drain into the right side of the heart and therefore cause a shunt. Chronic large volume shunts through these fistulae may cause major aneurysmal enlargement of the proximal feeding coronary artery (fig 11) in addition to enlargement of the receiving vessel or chamber (fig 12A). The uninvolved coronary artery and chambers are usually normal.

Coronary artery fistulae may cause symptoms as a result of right heart dilatation (fig 12B) and pressure overload or as a result of coronary steal, leading to breathlessness, chest pain, or arrhythmias. The symptoms depend on the site of fistula entry, the volume and duration of flow, and the presence of significant obstruction to flow at that entry site. Presentation may also be with fistula rupture, tamponade, or bacterial endocarditis. Once the patient is symptomatic there is general consensus that the fistula should be closed and this may be accomplished surgically or by using catheter based techniques. The largest reported experience of transcatheter closure (33 patients over a 13 year period) of coronary artery fistulae describes a predominantly paediatric population. A larger experience of surgical closure is reported in the literature with more emphasis on adult patients. Aneurysm formation (fig 13A) and vessel tortuosity (fig 13B) both increase with age. These factors tend to make surgical treatment more appropriate but in general the mode of fistula closure depends greatly on local expertise.

AVAILABLE IMAGING MODALITIES

Cardiac catheterisation has traditionally been indicated to detail the coronary vasculature before intervention and has remained the reference standard imaging modality. Recognition of important clues and specific angiographic views are required to delineate fully many coronary arterial anomalies. Owing to the potentially complex three dimensional nature of these anomalies, conventional angiography, not infrequently, incompletely delineates the anatomical course of the coronary artery. Invasive coronary angiography for fistulous anomalies requires a catheter in the right ventricular outflow tract and multiple views to define. Distal occlusion devices and power injection are often needed for coronary artery flow evaluation to define side branches and aneurysms for complete assessment. Reliable, complete, non-invasive assessment (or indeed reliable exclusion of congenital coronary artery anomalies) is therefore desirable and advantageous.

Transthoracic echocardiography is a practical and often diagnostic test if specific attention is paid to the coronary arteries. Most patients with suspect symptoms should undergo transthoracic echocardiography. This may provide a diagnosis by identifying anomalous arterial origins, delineate entire fistulous courses, and characterise their haemodynamic status and the size and function of receiving chambers, which may reflect potentially adverse effects of a coronary steal. The accuracy of echocardiography is operator dependent and limited by patient anatomy and optimal...
acoustic windows. Even transoesophageal echocardiography may fail to completely delineate coronary anomalies, and it is not totally non-invasive.

Other non-invasive techniques such as nuclear and cine-MR cardiac imaging may become increasingly important. Traditionally MR imaging has been the non-invasive imaging modality of choice for the identification of congenital coronary artery anomalies and their courses. New MR imaging sequences have improved image quality with better anatomical definition and have become an alternative means to evaluate flow and function.

The spatial resolution achievable with MR imaging is marginal for coronary artery imaging, however, and its greatest limitation is in determining the distal arterial course. In comparison, MDCT cardiac imaging provides excellent distal coronary artery and side branch visualisation. Furthermore, if required, an entire three dimensional volume of the heart and great vessels may be acquired within 20 seconds.

**Figure 6** Anomalous LCA arising from a common RCA origin and coursing anterior to the RVOT (arrow). Note the vestigial left anterior descending artery (LAD) (arrowhead).

**Figure 7** (A) Axial thick slab maximum intensity projection (MIP) image shows an anomalous RCA originating from the left coronary sinus (arrow) and coursing between the aorta and RVOT. (B, C) Cardiac transparency assists in visualising this potentially malignant course (arrowhead). Ao, aorta; PA, pulmonary artery.

**Figure 8** (A) Axial image of the same patient as in fig 4A also shows the malignant course taken by the anomalous LCA coursing between the RVOT and Ao (arrow). (B) Sagittal (parasternal) image.

**RATIONALE FOR MDCT IMAGING**

**Spatial and temporal resolution**

Four slice computed tomography (CT) has been extensively evaluated for coronary artery imaging; however, CT coronary angiography with this level of technology was not sufficiently...
robust to produce consistent and reliable imaging for clinical use in terms of both reliability of image quality and accuracy of results.31–35 Specifically, high heart rates induce motion artefact, and excessive coronary artery calcification impedes accurate lumen visualisation by producing “partial voluming averaging” artefacts leading to an overestimation of the degree of stenosis and thus a false positive detection.36

Sixteen slice CT has recently superseded four slice CT. For cardiac applications this technology provides not only a submillimetre collimation but also an improved temporal resolution. Importantly it has a superior spatial resolution to MR imaging and as a result the technique has reached an acceptable level of diagnostic accuracy for non-invasive diagnostic coronary angiography.5–10 CT coronary angiography now appears to be clinically useful. In addition, evaluation of adult congenital heart disease with ECG gated MDCT imaging has increasingly been found to be a useful tool.37 Electron beam CT has also been used to visualise the anatomical course of congenitally abnormal coronary arteries38 and, more recently, MDCT has also been shown to characterise the proximal courses in nine patients.39

**ECG gating**

Cardiac motion artefact caused by pulsation and rotational movement may be minimised, with concurrent high spatial resolution, if the scanned volume of data is reconstructed at time points when cardiac motion is least: this occurs during diastole. Heart phase data are acquired with reference to the simultaneously acquired ECG trace. MDCT is prospectively

---

**Figure 9**  
(A) Axial thick MIP and (B) three dimensional VR images show an anomalous LCA passing anterior to the RVOT while taking a prolonged intramyocardial course (arrow) where the vessel may become compressed.

**Figure 10**  
Axial section at the level of the left main stem (upper left), a further more inferior section (upper right), and a coronal section (lower) show an LCA fistula (arrows), which passes behind the left aortic sinus, anterior to the LA, and enters the right atrium (RA). The vessel, which is aneurysmal from the point of the left main stem origin, gave off the LAD and circumflex artery.

**Figure 11**  
Three dimensional VR image showing a circumflex artery fistula. The left main stem is greatly dilated (arrow) and a dilated, tortuous circumflex artery becomes aneurysmal (An) before draining into the coronary sinus. Note also the LAD arising from this dilated vessel (arrowhead).
triggered, or gated, during sequential imaging, and retro-
spectively gated during continuous spiral imaging (fig 14).
Essentially, during prospective gating, the scan is triggered at
a defined position along the R wave to R wave interval during
consecutive heart beats, usually during late diastole. The
examination time is thus related to overall heart rate.
Prospective imaging is heavily dependent on a regular heart
rate with artefact and misregistration of data occurring in the
presence of cardiac arrhythmias.
Retrospective gating allows for greater flexibility. This
method acquires phase data continuously throughout the
cardiac cycle and necessitates multidetector scanning allow-
ing images to be reconstructed and viewed at any point along
the R–R interval. Retrospective ECG gating is thus the
method of choice for contrast enhanced images of the
coronary arteries in high spatial resolution.
Imaging in late diastole or about 75% of the R–R interval is
the phase of least cardiac motion for the majority of coronary
artery segments. Individual patients may have portions of
cardiac anatomy with motion patterns that do not conform to
this, requiring analysis on different phases. The duration of
the diastolic phase with minimal cardiac motion is directly
related to the heart rate. Most studies suggest that heart rate
is inversely proportional to image quality on CT coronary
angiography. At higher heart rates, good quality imaging
is achievable but this is less reproducible, so slower heart
rates are preferred in order to achieve consistently high
quality coronary arterial imaging.
Submillimetre, ECG gated MDCT allows rapid acquisition
of an entire three dimensional cardiac volume of data in a
single, rapid scan.
Even higher isotropic spatial resolution is possible with the
next generation of CT technology, the 32 detector and 64
channel CT. The 64 channel detectors are being developed
with recent results indicating the visual clarity of up to fifth
order coronary arterial branches. The clinical impact of this
new CT technology, particularly for cardiac applications,
remains to be studied, though it seems to be the future of CT
coronary angiography.

**Post-processing**
Given the inherent tortuosity and variability of coronary
arterial anatomy and particularly anomalies, evaluation of CT
axial data alone is often insufficient. Semiautomated,
interactive post-processing display protocols may be used to
facilitate a more accurate appreciation of the entire complex

---

**Figure 12** (A) Three dimensional VR (posterior view) of the circumflex
artery fistula showing major dilatation of the receiving vessel (the
coronary sinus; arrow). (B) This VR superior view helps to show the LCA
fistula (arrow) in the RA and subsequent dilatation of the right heart
chambers.

**Figure 13** (A) Three dimensional VR image showing a large RCA
aneurysm (arrow). The RCA then continues as a dilated tortuous vessel.
Two RCA branches are clearly shown passing down on to the RV
(arrowheads); these were not visible on conventional angiography. (B)
The aneurysm has formed secondary to an RCA fistula draining into the
coronary sinus and then the RA. Its tortuous, dilated course can also be
fully delineated by three dimensional vessel tracking techniques. Note
the normal left circulation.
CONCLUSION
The improvements in spatial and temporal resolution, sophisticated ECG gating, and post-processing software algorithms are allowing motion-free, fast, accurate, and detailed contrast enhanced cardiac imaging that rivals the accuracy of traditional invasive and non-invasive diagnostic techniques.

We must determine, however, where exactly MDCT should be used for optimum clinical and cost effective benefit.

The identification and evaluation of congenital anomalies of the coronary arteries seem to be appropriate clinical uses for this technology and the examples illustrated in this review provide persuasive evidence in support of this clinical use. Long term observation and follow up of these patients may also be an appropriate use of CT to clarify the particular anomaly’s natural progression.

A clinical group of patients who may acquire particular benefit from non-invasive imaging with CT are young patients who have exertion related ischaemic pain, syncope, or ventricular tachyarrhythmias and who would not be expected to have significant underlying calcific atherosclerosis, which may otherwise compromise this technique’s sensitivity.

The authors thus advocate consideration of the clinical use of MDCT cardiac imaging in the context of suspected congenital coronary artery anomalies as a first line investigation.
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Mid cavity hypertrophic cardiomyopathy

A 62 year old woman presented with recurrent episodes of amarosis fugax and headache. She had a past medical history of well controlled essential hypertension and had been treated for pulmonary tuberculosis two years previously. A routine transthoracic echocardiogram revealed an abnormal left ventricle, with mid cavity thickening giving the appearance of a smaller chamber adjacent to the main left ventricular chamber. Two dimensional pulse wave Doppler demonstrated dynamic flow acceleration in mid cavity. Cardiac catheterisation revealed normal coronary arteries and confirmed mid cavity hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. An intraventricular gradient of 60 mm Hg was demonstrated between the two cavities. A 16 slice multidetector computed tomographic (MDCT) scan was performed following injection of 120 ml of non-iodinated contrast; axial images are shown in panel A. Following acquisition, three dimensional reconstruction was performed offline on a GE workstation to generate a 3D image of the ventricular structure (panel B).